NEW SWIVEL TRAPS

ALL-IN-ONE SINK TRAPS
WITH 135° SWIVEL NOZZLE
Amazingly adjustable for easy installations

TP10 – 40mm tubular swivel
(in S trap swivel position)

ZP10WM – 50mm with
dishwasher connection
(in Q trap swivel position)

SP40AV – 40mm with AAV
(in P trap swivel position)

Abey Australia manufacture and source the best of breed plumbing
products the world has to offer. Their range of Fantastic Plastic
plumbing products provide plumbers superior quality plumbing
solutions to save them time, space and money. Abey’s range of McAlpine
branded “All-in-one sink traps with 135° swivel nozzle” makes undersink
trap installation a breeze in even the tightest spaces. The unique swivel
nozzle and adjustable *inlet connection make this the Harry Houdini
under sink trap of plumbing fitting, contorting to almost limitless angles –
making fabrication and installation a snap.

ABEY FANTASTIC PLASTIC PLUMBING PRODUCTS
* TP10 and SP40AV only

abeytrade.com.au

NEW SWIVEL TRAPS

ALL-IN-ONE SINK TRAPS
WITH 135° SWIVEL NOZZLE
Abeys range of water seal tubular swivel all-in-one trap with multifit 135° outlet make awkward installations
a breeze. Available in a range of sizes and configurations to suit 40mm and 50mm. A flexible low cost solution
to help solve difficult fabrication or retrofit work when space or access is an issue.
SP40AV model incorporates
Air Admittance Valve which vents
internally and eliminates the need
for secondary venilation and
additional fabrication work

Supplied with 40MI x32FI
trap adaptor

* The unique design draws air
through the valve and not through
the water seal eliminating gurgling
for a quieter discharge
Telescopic extendable
inlet allows for greater
and more flexible
adjustment
(TP10 and SP40AV models only)

Adjustable fittings
provide easy
adjustability and
watertight results

Trap outlet can be
swiveled 135° to “P”,
“S” or “Q” positions

75mm Water Seal

Multifit compression outlet
suits all plastic, copper and
galvanised pipe
ZP10WM has extended universal dishwasher inlet with 1 " BSP thread
for easier fitting of outlet hose. Supplied with a blank plug allowing
trap to function as a normal sink trap until appliances are fitted.

ZP10WM
50mm Tubular Swivel All One Trap
with Dishwasher Connection
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SP40AV
40mm S&P Trap with Air Admittance Valve
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TCC 19814

TP10
40mm Tubular Swivel All One Trap

